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Executive summary
After several years of questing, in the
spring of 2018 we started to manage
our first dedicated workspace. At last
we could offer practical, low-cost, local
workspace alongside our business
workshops and advice. Our clients
could expand out of their living rooms
or kitchens and move their business to
the next level. Then, just like the fabled
number 11 bus, no sooner had we found
one space than another one followed.
We decided early on that we would need
a two-year window to repurpose these
two old buildings and start to deliver in
new ways for our businesses. This report
covers the evolution of our business

spaces plus a whole host of business
support initiatives stretching from
Greenwich to Hammersmith and from
Croydon to Westminster.
In addition to starting and developing the
new business workspaces from scratch,
we have been in the thick of three
enormous redevelopment programmes,
involving hundreds of directly affected
businesses, and delivered several
projects to help new business start-ups
across the capital.
We have faced many testing moments,
and learned a lot along the way,
overcoming each challenge with a

professional
business
workshops

interested in
starting their first
business...

32%

3

I hope you enjoy reading this report and
get some insight into how inspiring and
rewarding our work is.

123

377

...of which an
amazing 121 started
to test trade or better

mixture of pragmatism, inventiveness
and good humour. What I’m most proud
of is that, no matter what was happening
behind the scenes, we have continued
to provide a patient listening ear and
inspirational advice to hundreds of
people across the capital. Each one has
their own special reasons for wanting to
start a business and each one is going
through their own difficult moments. We
help them work through these to help
them realise their dream.

363

businesses
assisted

874

one to one
business
clinics
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Helping existing
business being displaced
>Church Street, Westminster
Church Street is a vibrant area with a
strong sense of community at the very
heart of Westminster. But despite its
proximity to the West End, it has issues
of social and economic exclusion,
resulting in poorer health outcomes and
lower than average economic activity.
It is undergoing massive redevelopment
over a 20-year period, with a plan to
create new office, retail and leisure
space. Businesses currently trading
in Church Street are required to
temporarily relocate elsewhere, causing
uncertainty and impacting on trading.
We were delighted to win our first
contract with Westminster Council
starting in October 2018 for a 2-year
period. The Council involved us early
in the planning process to support all
150 businesses and 200 market traders
along Church St who are impacted by the
major redevelopment. We also focus on
supporting individual start-ups to help
the local economy thrive.
During our first few months we
developed relationships with key
organisations in the area, engaging with
individual businesses and building trust
with traders and the community.
Drawing on our extensive knowledge of
supporting businesses through change
and helping start-ups, we provided
advice and guidance in one to one
business clinics and through a variety of
workshops. These were tailored to build
the critical skills people would need to
face the challenges ahead and included
topics such as ‘Managing Finances’,
‘Business Planning’ and ‘Social Media’.
To date we have developed promising
relationships with several key
organisations, delivered 218 business
clinics, 20 workshops and 64 events.
In total 191 individuals have engaged
with us.

Case Study:
Bakar Shnaa – Language Tuition

“We were approached
by Rhona from Tree
Shepherd for assistance
with business planning
and forecasts. George,
our appointed advisor, has
been most supportive and
knowledgeable. We initially
discussed our business
revenue and future possible
forecast. At our second
meeting we drafted a 3-year
business plan. Later on, we
looked at further improving
the business plan by
comparing it to real income
and profit. This confirmed
our figures and acted as
proof that the business plan
produced was an accurate
plan with only 5-10 % error
margin. The business plan
changed the way we make
decisions and plans for our
small business. We are now
able to make more informed
decisions and accurate
predictions. We have a
clearer picture of monthly
figures and are now able to
plan monthly budgets more
easily. Moreover, George
has helped us plan future
possible expansion into
bigger premises and increase
revenue. This was very useful
and gave us confidence on
the subject of expanding,
taking on more clients and
offering more services. We
are now in the process of
applying for more premises
on Edgware Road. We have
benefited greatly from these
clinic/workshops and we
will always approach Tree
Shepherd for help.”
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>Spray Street, Greenwich
In January 2018, the Spray Street Quarter
scheme was proposed by developers,
including the construction of 740 new
residential and retail units, as well as
leisure space, a nursery, business space
and a new public square. Greenwich
Council contracted Tree Shepherd to find
out how existing businesses would be
impacted by relocation and what support
they would need.
Starting in July 2018, Tree Shepherd
team members started walking the
area and talking to individual business
owners and managers to build rapport
and develop trust. The team was
then able to engage owners with a
survey and conduct interviews in a
relatively informal way. We delivered

a series of workshops and business
surgeries and we held weekly project
management meetings.
A total of 76 businesses were surveyed
in detail. Spray Street provides the local
community with a wide and diverse
range of products and services ranging
from professional advice, to retail and
food shops, places to eat out, beauty
services and places of worship. The
majority of surveyed owners operating in
Spray Street are trading as sole traders,
with informal rent structures.
From spending time engaging with
these businesses, we identified that
Spray Street is a strong, close-knit
trader community. It is also a destination
location for a large number of local

residents, who can find a wide range of
culturally attuned services and products
close together in one area. Spray Street
Quarter makes a significant contribution
to the local economy, with Tree Shepherd
estimating that it provides 257 jobs with
a total estimated salary bill of £4.4m.
The redevelopment of the area will
significantly impact these local
businesses. They will need support to
develop robust business plans if they
are seeking investment. They will need
to consider their marketing, profitability
and succession planning to build their
resilience, and to continue to serve the
local community through and beyond any
temporary relocation.

> Elephant and Castle, Southwark
After years of discussion and
consultation, the Elephant and
Castle area is going through radical
and extensive transformation. A key
component of the transformation is the
demolition of the existing 50-year-old
shopping centre, which after much delay
is scheduled for September 2020.
The Centre is effectively owned by
clients of Delancey Real Estate Asset
Management Limited. Delancey’s
plans encompass the existing shopping
centre as well as the London College
of Communications (LCC) on the
opposite side of the Elephant and
Castle/Newington Butts. The proposed
redevelopment includes a brand new,
modern shopping centre, new college
campus for LCC, new housing and a new
Elephant and Castle Underground Station.

Southwark Council wished to ensure
that the shopping centre traders
received support through this period of
uncertainty and change. In June 2017,
they appointed Tree Shepherd as an
independent business advisor to provide
business support and relocation advice
to 24 independent traders within the
Elephant and Castle Shopping Centre.
In 2018, our remit was extended to
include an additional 60+ businesses.
We helped many of them to develop their
own business plan for the first time.
We built the trust that is so critical to
providing sound business advice based
on confidential financial and trading
information. In addition to business
planning and cash flow

Establishing local
links before planning
process, building
trust and rapport
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forecasting we have spent a lot of time
advising traders on their options for
relocation or other alternatives for their
businesses following the resolution to
grant planning permission. Over the
winter of 2018-19 we assisted in the
design of an accessible application
process for a number of affordable units, a
relocation fund allocation process, and an
administration system for both. We have
also been closely involved in identifying and
assessing alternative business premises
for relocation. With these systems in place
we were ready to launch phase 4 of our
process (see graphic).

2

Helping traders
plan for the
future

Once planning is
approved, helping
traders put business
plans into action

Providing
ongoing support
post-relocation

Helping traders find
new premises and
to re-locate where
possible
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Since January 2020, we have been more
focused on providing practical support
and relocation advice to the traders to
get them ready for the closure of the
centre on 31st July. Tree Shepherd
helped traders understand the relocation
process, complete their applications
and to receive their fund allocation.
On behalf of Southwark Council,
we are administering the relocation
fund of £647,835 which consists of
direct disbursements to traders and
professional fees for all the independent
traders who were relocating.
At the time of writing the COVID19
lockdown had forced a delay to the
shopping centre closure until 24th
September 2020. This has created
additional pressure and anxiety for the
already stressed trader community. We
transferred our face to face support
to Zoom conferencing and we have
continued to assist traders to access the
various emergency grants and loans on
offer during this difficult period.

> Peckham, Southwark
Southwark Council, working with the
Greater London Authority and Network
Rail, is currently regenerating the area
in front of Peckham Rye Station. In April
2017, Tree Shepherd was contracted
to provide business support to the
businesses directly affected by the

development. We delivered workshops
on topical business issues and met
with many business owners on a
one to one basis. We also delivered
regular updates on the development
through face to face discussions and
newsletters. A total of 70 businesses
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were included in the project, with 12
receiving specific business advice and
support with relocation plans. Several
businesses affected by the scheme
have now successfully identified a way
forward or are currently finalising their
relocation plans.
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Helping start-up businesses

>Skill Up & Scale Up, Fulham
From April 2018 to June 2019, Tree
Shepherd ran a start-up business
support programme in Fulham in
collaboration with the Dr Edwards
& Bishop King’s (DEBK) Fulham
Charity. The key to effective support for
communities is to be well networked
and grow trust and familiarity. Therefore,
the first phase of our work focused on
identifying and developing relationships
with key organisations in the area,
engaging with individual businesses
and building our local knowledge. In our
experience, communities respond best to
personal contact. So, while leaflets and
social media campaigns create a degree
of awareness, it is the personal touch
that really engages people.
Low-income communities are relatively
dispersed in Fulham and it was a
significant challenge for us firstly
to identify them and then to develop
meaningful relationships. After a period
of intense community research and
engagement we met this challenge and
we saw our work bear fruit. Working
with partners we delivered two very
successful Saturday business clinics
and two Saturday markets for local
start-up traders. In total we delivered
120 hours of business workshops and 56
hours of targeted events, with 88 unique
individuals attending our workshops,
events and clinics.

Testimonials:
Participant, DEBK
Programme, June 2019

“Tree Shepherd
are unique in
terms of reaching
out to the grass
roots level of
the community.
The course was
clearly taught,
and the resources
and materials
given out were
not overly
complicated and
quite simple to
digest.”

We saw some great results, with the
proportion of clients actually trading
leaping from 13% to 24%, in the
time we worked with them. 6 people
registered their business and 3 more
plan to register in the next few months.
Our end of programme survey also
showed that 56% of our clients started
trading with our support.

“Tree Shepherd came at the right time.
As a single mother working part time,
my income has been extremely limited,
and a lot of dreams and aspirations have
been on hold. Tree Shepherd helped
them to come to light.”
7
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> Start Your Own Enterprise,
Hammersmith & Fulham
In the autumn of 2019, Tree Shepherd
delivered an 8-session Start Your Own
Enterprise course in White City in
partnership with Petit Miracles. Following
the course, Tree Shepherd also continued
to support the cohort through one-to-one
business clinics and support.
The course was comprised of 8 fullday group sessions, as well as several
intensive one-to-one advice sessions, with
each learner on the course completing
a draft business plan. Themes covered
in the sessions included: target market,
pricing and selling, marketing and
managing customers.
20 individuals registered on the course,
with 19 regularly attending with 1
receiving direct one-to-one support. The
class was very diverse in terms of the
businesses they wanted to start, ranging
from accounting services(?) to clothing,
food and IT support(?).
Tree Shepherd measures the progress
of our learners’ businesses using a
7-point scale. 85% of learners on this
course reported progression along this
scale during the course. The learners
also completed an end-of-course
survey, with 100% rating their overall
experience as excellent.

Testimonials:
Learner, Start Your Own Enterprise
White City, November 2020

“Originally, I thought 8 weeks was
long. However, the 8 weeks did create
a unification of course participants. We
became family and we all shared our
resources which has
helped to improve
our personal lives.”
· Report and Impact Study 2018-2020
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> Loughborough Junction
Works, Lambeth
LJ Works is a new community-led
enterprise hub being developed in
Loughborough Junction - a local centre
between Brixton and Camberwell within
Lambeth’s most deprived ward. The area’s
unemployment rate is 7.5% compared to
a national average of 3% and job growth is
one third of the London average.
The aspiration is for local people to be
well represented amongst the businesses
that take up residence and for the
community to take ownership within 5
years. Tree Shepherd has been working
alongside many other groups including
Loughborough Junction Action Group,
Platform and the Loughborough Estate
Management Board to ensure the project
connects with people who are furthest
from the job market, perhaps because
they lack the confidence, or because they
have significant caring responsibilities.
If we are to enable people in these
situations to participate in a project like
this, it is important to start working with
them early in the process.

Workshop

Through the winter of 2019-20, Tree
Shepherd ran a series of workshops and
business clinics to support and encourage
local residents who have a business idea.
We held 10 workshops spanning across 5
days, covering topics including: marketing
and social media, pricing, managing
cashflow and legal and tax procedures.
3 business clinic days were also held. In
total, 23 people attended, with business
ideas including cake baking, clothing,
childcare and handmade cards.

Testimonials:
Participants, LJ Works
Project, October 2019

“The workshops were
very intriguing. I
learnt quite a lot and
it refreshed what I
already knew. Anita
was very inspiring. The
1-2-1 Business Clinic
was also very inspiring
as it enabled me to get
into more of the detail
around my business.”
9

Business Clinics

“The workshops were
very motivating and
educational. Anita was
very knowledgeable;
she knew a lot about
what she was teaching
us and gave lots of
relevant scenarios.
I learn a lot.

My 1-2-1 clinic with
Wayne was also very
good. I talked through
my business plan, he
gave me an action plan
and goals to focus on.”
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Our new workspaces

> THRIVE, Southwark
THRIVE is an affordable co-working
space where local residents within
SE16 can work comfortably and develop
and expand their business ideas and
existing businesses. Formerly known
as the Flaming Grill restaurant, THRIVE
was brought back into community use
by Tree Shepherd with support from
British Land and has become a muchneeded resource for local people.
THRIVE members have access to
affordable desks, meeting and training
rooms or maker space. It is a really
spacious and well-lit workspace,
ideal for creative people. Designers
and makers can spread out and see
their patterns come to life. It’s also
set up for start-up therapists looking

for low-cost private space to provide
treatments. THRIVE allows users to
focus on their business rather than
worrying about all the issues that can
slow a growing business down, like
building insurance, electricity and
water charges, security, and finding
safe and clean spaces to work from.
Working alongside other entrepreneurs
and small businesses also offers
companionship and community,
inspiration, and opportunities for
networking and sharing skills. Tree
Shepherd also offers training and
business advice to members.
In our first year of opening, THRIVE
engaged with 223 individuals, including
24 new members, delivering business

clinics and general enquiries. We
directly supported 53 individuals
through business clinics with our
fabulous business mentors. We have
helped a tremendous range of startup businesses including photography,
therapy, fashion, events management,
film and counselling.
When COVID hit us in March we knew
we had to do something to help the
fledgling new businesses which were
just getting established at Thrive.
Within a few days of lockdown, we
offered an immediate, non means
tested 80% rent reduction to all tenants
and were providing telephone business
advice where it was needed.

Case Study:
Tomas - Strongman’s Tipple
Tomas joined THRIVE in November
2019. Their prediction for 2020
was looking very promising with 72
confirmed events already in the diary
in January 2020. Unfortunately, a
few weeks later the business was
seriously affected by COVID-19
and all events were cancelled until
further notice. Tomas had to rethink
his offer and decided to launch
bottled cocktails as an alternative
service to his clients and to explore
more markets. This seems to be a
good move, having generated huge
interest in the market, including from
companies like Moet Hennessy UK.
To drive this change forward, he took
on a business partner and hired a
Marketing Manager.

“I can confirm that future is looking
promising and we are coming out of
this stronger than before and now we
have a team! Tree Shepherd has been
absolute gold for us, we are a success
story thanks to everything you guys
do, from reduced rents in this crisis to
marketing help to whatever we need,
you’re there!”
· Report and Impact Study 2018-2020
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> GLOWS, Lambeth
GLOWS opened in April 2018, following
refurbishment of the Lambeth Housing
offices in Tulse Hill. It is a joint project
started by Tulse Hill Estate Tenants &
Residents Association and the Tulse
Hill Forum and is now managed by
Tree Shepherd.
GLOWS is an affordable co-working
space where local people can develop
and expand their business ideas and
grow existing businesses, whether they
need a makerspace, a private office, or
access to a meeting and training room.
Since 2018 over 730 people have used
GLOWS, working or basing themselves

there, attending workshops and
meetings or running projects.
Members have included fashion
designers, furniture and clothing
upcyclers, sculptors, photographers,
mosaic artists and makers of natural
and vegan beauty and skin care
products. Entrepreneurs and small
businesses work alongside each
other at GLOWS, benefitting from
companionship and community,
inspiration, and opportunities for
networking and sharing skills and
services. While focused on serving Tulse
Hill residents, GLOWS welcomes people

Case Study:
Snezana Nikolic - Y-Kairos
Snezana, a passionate children’s
clothes designer with fifteen years’
background in couture, joined GLOWS
in 2018. Her business Y-Kairos
makes the most beautiful Upcycled
Children’s Clothes.

Case Study:
Kes Young – Heart in Art Workshops
Kes is an artist who uses arts
and crafts as a medium for kids
to play while they learn. She runs
art workshops and provides facepainting for private parties and
festivals. She is currently a maker
at GLOWS. Kes is passionate and
wholehearted about everything she
does. She delivers an exceptional
service, making sure the children
enjoy the activities. Kes is also a
qualified teaching assistant and
has a long history of delivering
community work. She welcomes
commissions from a variety of
audiences. The other part of her
business is beautiful handmade
bespoke mosaics. She loves that
mosaics involve a collection of
small pieces that journey together
to become a gorgeous final piece.
The mosaics are produced for
customers to order and her popular
range includes door numbers to
personalise a home.
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from all over Lambeth to join and
contribute, creating a vibrant, creative
and supportive co-working community
that creates and enhances opportunities
for members and the community.
Since 2018, GLOWS has hosted many
courses and workshops, fashion and arts
and crafts training, and has developed
into a bustling business community.
Most recently, during COVID 19, the
makers collaborated to make handcrafted, beautifully designed masks,
which have been sold all over London.

“KAIROS is an ancient
Greek word meaning
the right or opportune
moment… a moment
of indeterminate time
in which everything
happens. It is this happy,
perfect moment of grace
and beauty that I strive
to incorporate into each
of my unique garments.
I transferred my love
for couture into creating
high quality, comfortable
and unique children’s
wear. The core value of
my business is to work to
a high, environmentally
friendly standard. I use
only locally sourced
fabrics of the highest
quality. I take inspiration
from the beauty of the
natural world, children,
art and the spirit of the
fabrics themselves to
create ‘one of a kind’
SUSTAINABLE clothes
for ‘one of a kind’
children.”
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Supporting people with disabilities

> Supported Self Employment
Academy, Croydon
Following the tremendous success of
Tree Shepherd’s first academy, we were
delighted to work with Croydon Council
and Status Employment again to deliver
a second Supported Self Employment
Academy in November 2019. The
academy focuses on supporting people
with disabilities to start, run and grow
a business. The course brings people
together in a safe space where they can
learn about business and share ideas
and challenges. The second SSEA was
condensed into a 5-week course, one
day a week, covering all areas of running
and growing a business. This course
supported 5 budding entrepreneurs
living with a range of disabilities to start
their own business.

Testimonials:
Participants, SSEA
November 2019

Megan Oldridge –
“I found the course very
interesting and fun as it
was interactive, we had
support and our ideas
were shared. It helped me
gather confidence to start
my own business, gave me
useful ideas and facts. It
also helped me to gain my
first client and advertise
efficiently.”

Rosemary Jackson –
“I found the course
informative, useful, very
enjoyable and easy-going. I
very much enjoyed the course
trainers – their techniques
engaged us, they were
friendly, down-to-earth,
understanding, helpful and
supportive. I learnt how to
run my business and was
assisted in creating the most
important thing – creating
and setting goals. I would
absolutely recommend the
course to someone else!”

Supporting young people

> Start Out Start Up, Lambeth
With a grant awarded from the Walcot
Foundation, Tree Shepherd held the Start
Out Start Up project, to support young
(age 18-30) Lambeth residents with their
business ideas. The enterprise project
recruited a diverse group of 16 young
people from across Lambeth.
Our biggest learning from this project
was that recruiting and engaging with
young people, especially those living
disrupted lives, requires creative
approaches to social media outreach
and a lot of flexibility in how and when
we provide support.
Once contact had been made with young
people, our programme was effective at
boosting their confidence and self-esteem.
10 young people (62% of our 16) showed
visible signs of increased confidence and
told our team that they felt much happier
about what to do. 10 young people also
started to test trade their business ideas,
which placed them at the x point of our
7-point scale of progression.

Case Study:
Clotilde

As a single Mum expecting
her second child, Clotilde
wanted to set up a social
enterprise to support
pregnant single mothers
from the Afro-Caribbean
community. She felt that
there was a strong need for
“a place where expectant
mothers could go for
friendly advice without
the backlash that could be
traditionally found in many
family homes”, as well
as getting information on
legal and benefits support.
Tree Shepherd worked with
Clotilde to refine and shape
her idea. With our guidance,
Clotilde road tested the idea
among a group of
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friends and also signed up
for the business planning
workshops. Our team helped
her to secure funding, and
she is now moving forward
much faster. Clotilde said,
“the project made me feel
more confident in running
the business and I really
valued the good and sound
advice regarding what
to include in a funding
application.”
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Who we’ve helped
Gender

Ethnicity

Age

Lone
Parent

11% Latin American
18% 18-25
12% Other

34% Yes

47% Male
17% White British

20% Caribbean

19% Over 50

22% 26-35

66% No

22% Asian

53% Female
41% 36-50

26% African

13
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Our financials 2018-2020
160,000.00
140,000.00
120,000.00
100,000.00
80,000.00
60,000.00
40,000.00
20,000.00
0.00
Workspace

Enterprise
Training &
Advice

Regeneration
Support

Client
Services

Tree Shepherd Income breakdown
200,000.00
150,000.00
100,000.00
50,000.00
0.00
Enterprise
Advice

Marketing
& Events

Accounting,
finance &
Services

IT, data and
telephones

Office &
premises
costs

Staff
Costs

Tree Shepherd Expenses Breakdown

Boroughs we work in

Other

Wider GLA area

60%

24%

16%

2018-2020 Local Spend
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Our targets and plans for the future
2018-2020 Targets

Achieved?

2020-2021 Targets

Planning to open 7000 ft2
of operational workspace

Yes. Glows and Thrive both
opened during this period

Refurbish 7000 ft2 space
to be COVID 19 secure

Support 40 start-up and
early stage business from
those spaces

Yes. 43 businesses
supported through direct
use of our workspace

Provide direct support to
60 businesses from our
two spaces (GLOWS
and THRIVE)

525 clinics for 350
individuals

Yes. 874 clinics delivered
over 2-year report period

Deliver 350 business
support events
(workshops/clinics)

Successfully support 70%
of existing businesses
through difficult change
(Elephant & Castle
and Church Street)
Help 35% of potential
individual start-ups to
achieve Test Trade status

15

69% local boroughs &
10% GLA (total region
spend 79%)

Very Close.
60% was spent in
boroughs we work in and
16% in the wider GLA area
(total region spend 76%)

70% total region spend

To achieve 50% of revenue
from non-public sector
organisations

Still working on it.
45.6% over the 2-year
report period

Still aiming to achieve
50% revenue from
non-public sector
organisations
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Corporate Stories

As part of their Community Day activities, a team
of senior British Land managers spent an intensive
day with Tree Shepherd’s Senior Management Team.
Over the day they helped us work through our current
challenges and think about how we could develop new
services that respond to the needs of the community.

A wonderful team of Mitie staff worked incredibly hard
over a very long day to completely repaint our co-working
space at GLOWS in Tulse Hill. In that day they help us
create a vibrant and professional office and makerspace.
A lot of tea was consumed and it was a lot of fun.

Canada Water Masterplan illustration ©Simten Developments
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A huge thank you to our
friends, partners and supporters:
Anthony Cluer
Big Local South Bermondsey
British Land
Brixton Bugle / Brixton Blog
Brixton BID
Brixton Station Road Market
Clothworkers Foundation
Conseq
Diverse Gifts
DEBK
Greater London Authority
Hammersmith and Fulham Council
Herne Hill Parish
High Trees Community Development Trust
Jobcentre Plus
Kim Winter
Knights Youth Centre
Lambeth Adult Learning
Lambeth Communications
Lambeth Council
Lambeth Country Show
Lambeth Food Partnership
London Community Foundation
London Business School
Loughborough Centre
Love Your Local Market
Makerhood
MITIE
Paddington Development Trust
Petit Miracles
Rotherhithe Primary School
Royal Borough of Greenwich
Small Business Saturday
Something & Son
South London Press
Southwark Council
Southwark Council Local Enterprise Team
Southwark Works
Surrey Quays Shopping Centre Management Team
The Paddington Partnership
The Platform
Time & Talent
Tulse Hill Forum
Tulse Hill Estate TRA
United St Saviours
Walcot Foundation
Waterloo Health Foundry
We are 336
Wood Lane Community Centre
Wormholt and White City Big Local
Westminster Council
Westminster Adult Education Service
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to our amazing staff past and present
Maria Baco
Sarah Baldwin
Susan Cain
Emma Carr
Rhona Fairbairn
Sandra Ferguson
Rhian Letang
Magdalen Rubalcava
Zoe Stevens
Shaun Wilson
Jan Ware
Lorna Ashley
Andy Daly
Sherman Dormer
Magali Ferron
Lydia Gardner
Joanne Hunt
Yolanda Lopez
Monique Tomlinson

to our talented tutors
Wayne James
Lisa Newton
Anita Thorpe
Georgina Wilson

and to our fabulous volunteers and mentors
Phil Briscoe
George Broom
James Gill
Mark Hughes
Graham Laylee
Marc Lepere
Tiffany McLean
Paul Mervin
Ross Nottingham
Lorenzo Todorow
Richard Wheater
And an especial thank you to Hannah Tobin our marvellous
intern who pulled this whole report together.

Annual Report designed by
Communication
& Creative Agency

dma-partners.com
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Unit 231, Elephant & Castle Shopping Centre, London SE1 6TE
info@treeshepherd.org.uk
020 3948 3021
@TreeShepherdUK
www.treeshepherd.org.uk

